iPad Price List

iPad Pro
11” 128GB Wi-Fi $749 | + Cellular $899
11” 256GB Wi-Fi $849 | + Cellular $999
11” 512GB Wi-Fi $1049 | + Cellular $1199
11” 1TB Wi-Fi $1249 | + Cellular $1399

12.9” 128GB $899 | + Cellular $1049
12.9” 256GB Wi-Fi $999 | + Cellular $1149
12.9” 512GB Wi-Fi $1199 | + Cellular $1349
12.9” 1TB Wi-Fi $1399 | + Cellular $1549

iPad Air
10.5” 64GB Wi-Fi $479 | + Cellular $609
10.5” 256GB Wi-Fi $629 | + Cellular $759

iPad mini
7.9” 64GB Wi-Fi $379 | + Cellular $509
7.9” 256GB Wi-Fi $529 | + Cellular $659

iPad
10.2” 32GB Wi-Fi $309 | + Cellular $439
10.2” 128GB Wi-Fi $409 | + Cellular $539

Apple Pencil
1st Generation $89
2nd Generation $119

To order: visit http://www.apple.com/edu/msum or click the Apple banner on the bookstore homepage
Consultation and assistance with ordering online is available at the Computer Store in the MSUM Bookstore
Telephone # 218-477-5915 Email: msumcompsales@gmail.com
Store Hours: Fall/Spring: Mon-Fri 8:00 am to 4:30 pm ~ Summer: Mon-Fri 7:30 am to 4:00 pm